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Abstract
This paper describes the participation of ITAINNOVA at the “Detection of Aggressive and Violent
Incidents from Social Media in Spanish” task (DA-VINCIS), framed within the evaluation forum IberLEF
(Iberian Languages Evaluation Forum), a shared evaluation campaign for Natural Language Processing
(NLP) systems in Spanish and other Iberian languages. This work explores the integration of state of the
art transformer-based language models with conventional machine learning optimization techniques
as well as Natural Language Processing (NLP) standard methods, with the objective of identifying
and categorising tweets in Spanish concerning to violent events. The system implemented applies the
backtranslation text augmentation method and thereafter employs a hyperparameter tuning strategy to
improve finetuned language models performance. Finally, a voting ensemble approach is employed on
top of each model predictions. The experimental results obtained are quite encouraging, since a 0.76 F1
score has been reached at binary classification and a 0.50 F1 on the multilabel subtask.
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1. Introduction

The “Detection of Aggressive and Violent Incidents from Social Media in Spanish” (DA-VINCIS)
task [1] is one of the challenging research problems related to harmful content proposed within
the IberLEF (Iberian Languages Evaluation Forum) campaign, which is celebrated under the
umbrella of the International Conference of the Spanish Society for Natural Language Processing
(SEPLN). The aim of the proposed task is to promote the current state of development of the
detection and monitoring of aggressive and violent events disseminated through social media
networks in Spanish. Social networks such as Twitter are excellent means to publicly share
news, opinions and events by any user in a fast and concise way, so that a critical or violent
incident can reach other users and relevant authorities rapidly, thus minimizing its negative
consequences. In order to face that problem, DA-VINCIS feature two subtasks: the first one
is “Violent event identification” which aims to determine if a tweet express an aggressive
or violent incident as a binary text classification problem; the second one “Violent category
recognition”, is meant to recognize which kind of incident is mentioned in the text as multi-class
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multi-label classification problem. The categories to be identified are: Accident, Homicide,
Non-Violent-incident, Robbery, Kidnapping.

The team from ITAINNOVA propose an approach based on the state of the art Natural
Language Processing (NLP) algorithms, that is, the Transformer-based Language Models (LMs)
capable of performing a wide variety of tasks through learning highly abstract language concepts
and representations. These deep learning architectures are pre-trained on a large corpus with
general learning objectives, such as filling masked tokens or interrelating sentences, and then
fine-tuned on downstream tasks such as text categorization. We have enriched those models
potential by applying different machine learning optimization and text processing techniques
getting to improve the overall performance, and consequently obtaining quite satisfactory
results on the identification and classification of violent incidents in tweets in Spanish.

The paper is structured as follows: after the introduction, a set of works which has inspired
our approaches are described. In section 3 the system description is presented, followed by the
details of the experiments carried out in section 4. Results of those experiments are presented as
well. Finally, in section 5 a summary of the main conclusions drawn during the experimentation
and future working directions are exposed.

2. Related work

Every day since the arrival of the deep learning models known as Transformers [2], we see
new models in the news, with a larger number of connections and parameters, GPT1-3, GATO,
etc.[3][4]. Models capable of obtaining the human-like results in most of the classic problems
of Natural Language Processing, such as entity recognition (NER) [5], recommendation [6],
opinion classification [7], or more advanced techniques such as paraphrasing or generation
of summaries [8]. Initially, it was revealed that the number of parameters and the model’s
competence in certain tests had a relationship. The performance and problem-solving ability
are correlated with the number of model parameters [9]. Recent research has revealed that
the quality and size of the corpus, as well as the number of parameters, are critical to the
results obtained [10]. Many layers and neurons are underused in these large language models,
so smaller or more simplified models with the same efficiency can be found. BERT [11] and
Roberta [12], as well as others [13], are examples of model simplification techniques used for
this purpose. These techniques allow the reduction of initial models size while maintaining
efficiency, allowing faster processing.

Harmful content detection in text, particularly in social media platforms [14], is a challenge
where new transformers models can get greater outcomes, but there aren’t a lot of texts
conveniently annotated to train the models on. Data augmentation refers to techniques for
increasing the quantity of data available by combining slightly modified copies of current
data with freshly produced synthetic data. Text augmentation, is the same approach in texts
for generating training examples automatically. As a result, in this scenario, it can assist in
improving the performance of Deep Learning Models. Recently, several of text enhancement
techniques have been presented. [15] and [16] and they are methods to improve classification
tasks when corpus are smaller like in this case.

The lack of models in non-English languages is the biggest issue in this language modelling



race. The majority are in English or multilingual, with the latter having a lower ability to solve
problems in languages like Spanish. We are beginning to have models in Spanish, trained to a
sufficient capacity, thanks to the National Language Plan and the BSC’s (Barcelona Supercom-
puting Center) initiative [17]1. We’re still a long way from having great Spanish models, but
this kind of initiative is to be applauded.

Despite the great advances achieved with transformer-based language models, there is still
room to apply more traditional methods such as model ensembling, which in these cases help
to enhance the results obtained in complex human language comprehension tasks [18][19].

3. System description

ITAINNOVA’s system is designed and implemented on top of Transformer based pre-trained
Language Models. Rather than a system itself, it could be considered as a methodology followed
in order to scale fine-tuned LMs to its maximum performance. The first and main stage of the
workflow implemented is searching and selecting a set of pretrained language models that better
fit the requirements of the task. Once the base LMs have been selected, the focus turns into the
corpus provided for the task, whose texts are the same for both subtasks faced. To enhance the
number of instances that will be used in the fine-tuning phase of the transformer-based models,
a common data augmentation strategy in NLP has been applied. Afterwards, the objective
is centred into searching the best performing hyperparameters for each model and for each
subtask. As well as the usual hyperparameters considered in deep learning networks, the
cut-off threshold has been analysed. In the final stage, a basic ensemble method is considered
combining the predictions of base estimators or models built in order to improve generalization
capabilities and robustness over a single estimator.

3.1. Pretrained Language Models

Currently, Transformers are one of the leading deep learning technologies on the academy and
the industry, and particularly on the NLP field. The core of Transformers are their attention
mechanisms [2], a powerful computational block that works efficiently with sequential data, as
text, trying to infer which parts of the sequence are more relevant within the context. Research
and development on this type of architectures applied to a variety of NLP problems has increased
at great speed in the last few years, given rise to platforms such as HuggingFace2, which is
utilized for the implementation of our system. HuggingFace is not just a framework of NLP
models, but also a huge community of researchers and Artificial Intelligence enthusiasts.

A limited number of pretrained LMs have been tested as suitable candidates for both subtasks:
the binary text classifier and the multilabel one. The main important characteristic is that the
underlying language model supports the Spanish language. The following list collects the three
models finally selected and its associated identifiers in the HuggingFace hub.

• BETO-Bert : dccuchile/bert-base-spanish-wwm-uncased
• Twitter-XLM-Roberta : cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base

1https://github.com/PlanTL-GOB-ES/lm-spanish
2https://huggingface.co
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• BSC-Roberta : BSC-TeMU/roberta-base-bne

Two specific-Spanish models are considered: BETO (with a size of BERT-base) [20] and
BSC’s Roberta [21], both trained on large Spanish corpora such as the National Spanish Library
(BNE, stand for “Biblioteca Nacional de España”). Additionally, a multilingual language model
specialised in Twitter data [22] has been also elected for the given tasks.

3.2. Optimization techniques

In this section we briefly review the group of optimization techniques evaluated in our system
approach.

3.2.1. Data augmentation

Since the size of the corpus has a considerable impact on the final model performance, one of
our main concerns was to find or build a corpus with fairly enough quantity of text examples
that make it possible for the transformer based models to grip the language subtleties that could
be expressed on short tweets regarding the concepts of violence and aggressiveness. Based on
the corpus released by the DA-VINCIS organization, which is composed of 3362 tweets manually
annotated by at least 3 annotators, we have applied two types of transformations to increment
the number of documents in the corpus.

The first is one of the most extended methods for textual data augmentation: the backtrans-
lation. This approach consists in translating the original text or documents (in Spanish, in
our problem) into some different languages and then translate back the result to the original
one (Spanish). We relied on a multilingual encoder-decoder model trained for Many-to-Many
multilingual translation developed by Facebook and released on the HuggingFace community:
M2M100_1.2B3, selecting an intermediate translation language randomly from all supported
languages.

The second transformation is based on more traditional text preprocessing techniques that
are described in more detail in the section 3.3 below.

3.2.2. Hyperparameter tuning

Hyperparameter tuning consists of running multiple trainings of the model, varying its config-
uration parameters slightly in order to find the optimal combination that minimizes prediction
error and maximizes objective metrics results automatically. The set and ranges of hyperparame-
ters considered for tuning our system is depicted in the Table 1. Objective metrics contemplated
are F1 score, precision and recall. The same sets of parameters and metrics have been used in
both subtasks.

3.2.3. Cut-off calibration

The cut-off or probability threshold determines the value from which an observation is classified
as positive (binary problems) or corresponds to a determined category (multi-class problems). It

3https://huggingface.co/facebook/m2m100_1.2B
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Table 1
Hyperparameter exploration

Hyperparameter Range

training epochs 5 to 10
batch size 4 to 16
learning rate 1𝑒−5 to 1𝑒−3

weight decay 0.01 to 0.1
warmup ratio 0.05 to 0.2
adam epsilon 1𝑒−8 to 1𝑒−6

gradient accumulation steps 1 to 2
max. number of trials 25

can be considered as one extra hyperparameter of the model, as it has a significant impact into
the classification results. We have examined the performance of each model on each subtask
for a range of probabilities between 0.2 and 0.9, in order to find the optimal cut-off value that
improves the F1 scores.

3.2.4. Voting

Ensembling methods combine predictions from more than one machine learning algorithms
in order to obtain better predictive performance than those algorithms separately. There are
numerous approaches to tackle the optimal combination problem which differs in complexity
and type of input features used to build the final model. In our system we have implemented a
standard majority voting (majority out of three votes), the simplest efficient consensus algorithm
usually followed in manual annotation procedures [23]. It considers the predictions made from
every finetuned and optimized transformer-based models and decides the final prediction as
the one that has appeared most often, giving equal importance to all models.

3.3. Data preprocessing

In addition, given the nature of the documents analysed, we have explored the possibility
of applying some traditional yet simple text preprocessing techniques which may complete
the context supplied to the models. Although Transformer-based LMs do not usually require
prior data preprocessing, given the powerful tokenizers that they are built on, the documents
collected from social media networks (in this particular case Twitter), present some elements
habitually used by their users that might carry relevant information for the classification tasks
[24]. We have analysed some of them in detail. Links: most of the tweets provided include
shortened URLs that can be restored and consulted, as a first approximation we have crawled
all the links and identified whether they belong to Twitter, external websites as well as if they
contain media resources, replacing those URLs with literals providing that kind of information
(i.e. “Enlace de publicación con foto” -post link with image-); Hashtags: these user-generated
tagging expressions enable content cross-referencing on social platforms and also could convey
intentions or key concepts of the text, we have split hashtags onto its individual tokens and
normalize them; Emojis: small icons used to express an idea or emotion. Many of the instances



of the corpus contain at least one emoji that is closely related with the text and emphasizes
its meaning. Emojis have different representations in different media platforms, but all have a
corresponding unified definition4 in English. By integrating Demoji Python package5 into the
system and a specific English-Spanish translator from the HuggingFace hub (Helsinki-NLP/opus-
mt-en-es), we have replaced automatically all those icons with their standard description in
Spanish.

4. Experimental setting and results

4.1. Experimental setup

With the goal of providing an experimental setup for reproducing the results exposed in this
section, we include a description of the datasets and model configuration parameters used in
the course of our trials.

Augmented training dataset: The original training and validation corpus released for
DA-VINCIS task consisted of 3362 tweets manually annotated for both subtasks: 0,1 for
violent event identification and one-hot-encoded for category recognition under the five labels
described in the introductory section 1. Moreover, a trial set was initially released with a set
of 50 tweets annotated under the same conditions. Train and trial sets were preprocessed
as described above in the system description section (3.3) and a subset of that documents
was augmented by means of backtranslation, building finally a training-validation corpus of
6874 examples. This dataset was split into training and validation subsets during training and
optimization phases in a 90-10 ratio, having 688 text documents as validation reference used to
compare results during the development.

Hyperparameter optimization: Hyperparameter optimization was executed over Nvidia
GPUs (Tesla V100) on the maximum number of trials configured. Optimal results obtained for
each subtask and model are shown in tables 2 and 3.

Cut-off calibration: Probability threshold analysis has been applied over the validation split
for each of the optimized models with the aim of improving F1 scores. As illustrated in figures
1 for the binary classification and 2 for the multilabel problem, those scores do not fluctuate
extremely, but adjusting the cut-off value adequately could have a positive impact on the final
model performance.

In the case of multilabel classification, whether after applying the corresponding threshold,
any instance remained uncategorized under any of the five classes, the text is assigned to the
class with the highest output probability.

4https://unicode.org/emoji/charts/full-emoji-list.html
5https://github.com/bsolomon1124/demoji
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Table 2
Best hyperparameters found for subtask 1

BETO-Bert Twitter-XLM-Roberta BSC-Roberta

training epochs 7 7 7
batch size 15 12 11
learning rate 8.9𝑒−5 2.77𝑒−5 1.15𝑒−5

weight decay 0.0885 0.0134 0.0749
warmup ratio 0.065 0.079 0.183
adam epsilon 7.25𝑒−7 7.29𝑒−7 2.95𝑒−7

gradient accumulation steps 2 1 1
cutt-off 0.7 0.55 0.6

Table 3
Best hyperparameters found for subtask 2

BETO-Bert Twitter-XLM-Roberta BSC-Roberta

training epochs 6 9 6
batch size 8 8 8
learning rate 2.97𝑒−5 6.38𝑒−5 4.21𝑒−5

weight decay 0.0584 0.0798 0.0929
warmup ratio 0.1471 0.0830 0.1105
adam epsilon 7.31𝑒−7 1.38𝑒−7 5.57𝑒−7

gradient accumulation steps 1 2 2
cutt-off 0.6 0.55 0.8

Figure 1: Optimal cut-offs for subtask 1

4.2. Results

In this section we expose the validation and test results obtained from the previously described
experimental setup. Firstly, we have built the whole augmented training dataset. Later, it has
been conveniently split and the same validation subset has been used on all runs with the aim of
obtaining fair comparisons. Afterwards, the hyperparameter and cut-off optimization have been
executed on the models for both subtasks independently. The metrics for the best runs found
for each model, including the voting ensemble, and for each subtask during the development
phase with our validation dataset are shown in the following tables 4 and 5. Additionally,



Figure 2: Optimal cut-offs for subtask 2

validation metrics obtained in an initial optimization phase, where just the original dataset
(without augmentation) was used during the hyperparameter optimization, have been included
in these tables.

We have also checked the effect of preprocessing input texts over the best individual model for
each subtask, that is, the optimized BETO in binary classification and the optimized BSC-Roberta
in the mutilabel one. As the improvements are barely significant and unequal in both cases, we
have decided not to include that preprocessing step for the model ensemble.

Table 4
Validation results for subtask 1

Model F1 Precision Recall

Voting 0.95017 0.94935 0.95126
Optimized BETO 0.94983 0.95251 0.94797
Optimized BSC Roberta 0.93851 0.93750 0.94010
Optimized Twitter XLM 0.91369 0.91268 0.91558
Optimized Beto + Preprocessing 0.95132 0.95377 0.94959

Not augmented dataset

Optimized BETO 0.76774 0.78289 0.75317
Optimized BSC Roberta 0.75949 0.75949 0.75949
Optimized Twitter XLM 0.76191 0.68341 0.86076

An in deep analysis of validation predictions on the binary classification subtask shows
that some tweets result difficult to classify for our system, as all the optimized models return
the same predictions, and in some other cases there is one of them that is able to identify the
aggressiveness yet the majority voting strategy leads to an incorrect result as depicted in figure
3.

As for multilabel text classification, misclassification issues are more variate: usually, at
least one of the models tags the text correctly, but the others tend to fall into the “non-violent-
incident” class (the majority class in this subtask annotations); there are also some difficulties
in identifying more than one category when needed.



Figure 3: Validation errors subtask 1

Table 5
Validation results for subtask 2

Model F1 Precision Recall

Voting 0.94415 0.96086 0.93151
Optimized BSC Roberta 0.94265 0.94946 0.93865
Optimized Twitter XLM 0.94119 0.95187 0.93296
Optimized BETO 0.87182 0.88412 0.87167
Optimized BSC-Roberta + Preprocessing 0.94227 0.95647 0.93086

Not augmented dataset

Optimized BETO 0.484943 0.664943 0.437715
Optimized BSC Roberta 0.55919 0.622715 0.528236
Optimized Twitter XLM 0.484442 0.547108 0.448541

Best performing models from previous experiments have been up-trained on the whole
augmented dataset using the most suitable hyperparameters, then they have been used to make
predictions on the test set which is composed of 1344 unseen tweets. Official results obtained
either on binary as well as on multilabel classification are depicted on tables 6 and 7.

Table 6
Test results for subtask 1

Model F1 Precision Recall

Voting 0.76512 0.7792 0.75154
Optimized BETO 0.75735 0.7616 0.75316
Optimized BSC Roberta 0.75285 0.7920 0.71739
Optimized Beto + Preprocessing 0.75198 0.7568 0.74723
Optimized Twitter XLM 0.74863 0.7648 0.73312



Figure 4: Validation errors subtask 2

Table 7
Test results for subtask 2

Model F1 Precision Recall

Optimized Twitter XLM 0.50459 0.50925 0.50373
Voting 0.50192 0.48281 0.53429
Optimized BSC Roberta 0.49620 0.50260 0.49076
Optimized BSC Roberta + Preprocessing 0.48417 0.48861 0.48102
Optimized BETO 0.46060 0.45213 0.47450

5. Conclusions and future work

The task of identifying aggressive and violent incidents on social media posts in Spanish language
is quite challenging, not only due to the difficulty of working with the particular expressions
and heterogeneous language used in Twitter, but also by the nature of the task itself. Sometimes
identifying in a text a violent or aggressive incident could be rather subjective and in some other
cases it could refer to some kind of sports event or films or being merely informative within the
given context. As some specific conclusions derived from our design and experiments we can
conclude that in the first subtask, violent event identification, it seems that the penalizations in
our final scores come from the lower precision obtained (against top 2 participants), our recall
is moderately better, so that a fair enough number of harmful events would be identified; while
in the second subtask, violent category recognition, which is in general a more difficult task
considering its multilabel nature and results on test data. This subtask could have been tackled
as a 4-class classification on positive instances from the previous subtask in order to reduce the
output dimension and yet its complexity. Using an ensemble strategy, as simple as voting in
our case, generally improves individual results, thus exploring more robust approaches would
be convenient. In contrast, preprocessing does not really improve performance (slightly in
validation, but not in test), so that more complex preprocessing and more specific experiments



should be carried out in order to extract meaningful insights.
As future work lines we expect to explore further the different components of our approach

by exploring larger, multilingual and social media specific language models, as well as particular
Twitter preprocessing pipelines. Also, by doing an in deep assessment of data augmentation
techniques considered, to verify that their application has had a real positive impact and has not
led to model overfitting. Improvement of the preprocessing techniques applied should be con-
templated by means of, for example, crawling information from links and applying multimodal
models in case of having additional media attached to the post. Hashtag transformation could
support the augmentation process by including synonyms or related tweets. A more detailed
study on the use of emoticons would be interesting as well. Finally, exploit more sophisticated
ensemble algorithms with different input features and model balancing in order to reinforce
those that returned better metrics and mitigate the errors among them.
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